
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On January 9 (Tu), the students, who had spent the winter vacation happily 

came back to school with cheerful faces. From their expressions and 

conversations, we could sense their joy at seeing their friends and the fun they 

had over the winter break. We sincerely hope that 2024 will be another fulfilling 

year for the children! 

Now, this year is the year of the dragon. The character for dragon can mean 

"shake". It can also mean "the growth of plants, such as grass and trees, and the 

way they are taking shape". The year 2024 is also the year of the "Kinoe-tatsu" (甲辰). The Chinese character for 

"Kinoe" is the beginning of the 10 signs of the Chinese zodiac and means the beginning of things and life.  

Therefore, the year of the "Kinoe" is said to be "the year of starting something new and succeeding" or "the year when 

all the preparations you have made up until now will come to fruition. 

 At the opening ceremony, we talked about what the students want to works towards during the 3rd semester.  

The first is "to continue to work hard on the goals and objectives that you have set for yourself. Anyone may be able 

to start something, but it takes effort to finish it. This is just like an airplane that needs a good run-up before it can fly 

high and far. I hope that you will continue to work hard until the end of the year so that you will be able to make it to 

the end of the school year and fly far into the next school year”. 

The second is "finding good points. At the end of the third semester, I hope you will be able to find one good thing 

about yourself as well as your friends. I hope that by the end of the third semester, you will be able to find one good 

thing about yourself as well as your friends”.  

 These are the school's educational goals and the children's image that we 

aim to achieve each month in this school bulletin. In the remaining three 

months of the school year, we would like to work on the growth of each 

child. We would like to make efforts so that each and every child can grow 

and develop. We would like to ask for the support of families and the local 

community to help us achieve these goals.  

Lastly, I would like to express my deepest sympathy to all those who 

were affected by the Noto Peninsula earthquake on New Year's Day. We 

pray for the safety of everyone involved and for the earliest possible 

recovery. 
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Thank you for your cooperation with the school evaluation, and thank you to all parents for taking the time out of your busy 

schedule to complete the school evaluation questionnaire using your children's tablets. Based on the feedback we received, we 

will make the best use of it for the guidance in the third semester and for the educational activities in the next school year. 

We would like to present the parents' evaluations at the last session on February 22, the last day of the school year. Thank 

you very much. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jan 23rd (Tu) Sex Education Day 

ＰＴＡ Discussion on bylaws revision 

Traveling Art Exhibition (～24th)  

Snap Snap Mogmog Week (～29th) 

School Lunch Week (～30th) 

24th (W) Visit to Museum of History & Folklore (3rd) 

25th (Th) School Assembly  

SC Visit (AM)  

26th (F) Tsumugi Visit 

29th (M) Committee Meeting  

31st (W) Furikono Study (5th), Tsumugi Visit 

   

Feb 1st (Th) Kaga JHS Admission Info Session  

2nd (F) English Speech Contest (Lower Grades)  

8th (Th) Children’s Assembly  

SC Visit (AM) 

9th (F) 1st Grade Info Session, Committee  

14th (W) 3rd Circuit Consultation (Saburi) 

6th Grade Graduation Work (Nap) 

   

＜Kibichuo Town School Consultation Tour> 

Specialist counselors will be making the rounds at schools in Kibichuo Town. 

Please contact the elementary school if you are concerned about your child or 

would like to consult. 【Head: Kitagawa, Vice Principal】 

Time: Feb 14th 9:00-11:00 

Consultant: Dr. Saburi, Development & Consultation Support Center Tsumugi 

To Parents & Community Members: Thank You for Collecting Resources  

   Thank you very much for your cooperation in the 3rd Annual Resource Collection, and we greatly 

appreciate the warm support and cooperation of the PTA Business Department, the facilities, and the 

collection company, Shintech. 

Thanks to all of you, we were able to successfully complete the collection three times a year. We would like 

to make effective use of the proceeds for PTA activities. Thank you for your continued support. 

The 3rd Sunday of every 

month is Family day. 

Please have dinner 

together as a family on 

this day. 

＜Events in January and February＞ 
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